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2.6-4%

21-24%

The problem: US wastes 35–40% of all food grown

NRDC (2017) Wasted 2.0.

Average cost per household: $1450/year
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Contrasting sources of global food waste
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Food is wasted at every step in the supply chain

Farms Processing
Groceries & 
Restaurants        Residential

https://refed.com /food-w aste/the-challenge/#overview
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Food is wasted at every step in the supply chain, but…

Mostly in
our homes!

Consumers also account for waste in other sectors
through purchases in groceries & restaurants

NRDC. 2017. Wasted 2.0 
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Details can vary among locations, but basic patterns remain

NRDC. 2017. Estimating quantities and types of food waste at the city level.
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What types of food are wasted most?

NRDC. 2017. Wasted 2.0 
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Wasting some food “costs” more than others
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Water GHG Emissions

Gunders (2015) from  W aterfootprint.org
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Best                                                                               W
orst      

What are the best ways to reduce food waste?

NRDC. 2017. Wasted 2.0                                                           Gunders. 2015. Waste-Free Kitchen Handbook
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- People unaware of the problem

- Overbuying, impulse buying, forgetting
about purchased food 

- Haphazard storage increases spoilage

- Confusion over date labels

- People don’t think about “using up”
food, or don’t know how

- Too much food prepared or served

- Leftovers uneaten or
improperly stored

Why do households waste food?
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Poll:  What causes food waste in your house?
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- Use a shopping list or grocery list app

- Try to resist “specials” or large sizes if
you don’t have a plan to use the items

- “Eat Me First” sign in the fridge

- ”Rotate stock” – put newer items
in the back of pantry shelf

- Occasionally do a 
pantry inventory

Overbuying, impulse buying, 
forgetting about purchased food 
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- Bottom & back of fridge
the coldest

- Doors the warmest

- Learn to use humidity
controls on crispers
-- high humidity: produce that wilts
-- low humidity: ripe fruit

- Separate raw meat for
safety

- Keep the doors closed!

Store food to
reduce spoilage
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No federal regulations requiring dates or specifying language

USDA:
"Sell-By”: How long store should display product 

to manage inventory. Not a safety date.

"Best if Used By/Before": When a product has best 
flavor or quality. Not a safety date.

“Use-By”:  Last date recommended for peak quality. 
Not a safety date (except infant formula)

“Freeze-By”: When to freeze to 
maintain peak quality
Not a safety date.

Should I throw this out?  What do those dates mean?

2019:                                                                                                             the standard
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USDA advice on when to throw food out:

“If past the date, a product should still be 
safe and wholesome if handled properly 
until the time spoilage is evident.

Spoiled food will develop an off odor, 
flavor or texture …. If it has, it should not 
be eaten.”

Canned foods:
Bubbling in the jar 
Bulging lids, spurting contents
Visible seepage 
Odd color or smell
Film, slime or mold
Rusted can 

https://www.fsis.usda.gov/wps/portal/fsis/topics/food-safety-education/get-answers/food-safety-fact-sheets/food-labeling/food-product-dating/food-product-dating

Smell bad?

Smell bad or slimy?

Rusted, leaking
bulging can?
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Most illness comes from poor food safety practices

-Keep hands &
surfaces clean!

-Keep raw meat &
eggs separate from
uncooked items

-Wash everything
after handling

-Cook meat to 
recommended
temperatures

-Use thermometer
-Reheat leftovers

to high temp.

-Refrigerate leftovers
promptly!!

-Keep everything cold
-Thaw in fridge or

microwave

Avoid microbial danger zone:  40oF – 135oF
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How much would standardizing date labels save,
and who saves it?

No cost, all benefit

You can save right now by using your common sense on dates/spoilage
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- The more different meals per week,
the more chance for waste

- Make a lot, plan to eat the leftovers 
for several meals or repurpose

- Watch serving sizes, once food is on
the plate, it’s hard to save

- Prep for several meals, freeze in
portion sizes before or after cooking

- Cut up and freeze onions, celery,
parsley etc. use as needed;
reduces initial waste, always
have some to rescue other
food in a soup etc. 

How to be sure food is used
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- Make something out of it 
- have a few recipes for using up 

eggs, milk, other staples
- combine with items in freezer into

soup, stir-fry, fried rice, frittata….  

- Freeze it (fruit, vegetables, meat etc) 
- Freeze it (fruit, milk, butter, eggs, partial jars)

- spread solids thin or
- use ice cube trays
- then don’t forget to use it!! 

- Share it (before it’s marginal)
- Feed it to a pet

Rescuing food before it spoils
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Rescue food by 
feeding to a pet

- no more than 5% diet
- avoid oils, sugars,

spicy or sauced foods
- can rinse off meat if

spiced

- beware raw meat for
your sake (Salmonella)
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Save it up: Measure weekly volume  & weight

Measuring your family’s food waste

(Include both inedible and edible?)
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Write it down:
Food Diary

Measuring your family’s food waste

Waste reasons (others?)
1. Bought too much

2. Cooked too much

3. Plans changed

4. Forgot it

5. Didn’t cook what I planned

6. Didn’t feel like eating it

7. Had to buy more than needed

8. Stored improperly

Impact category (add?)
1. High water & GHG

2. Low water & GHG
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Save it up:

Write it down:

Poll: Measuring your family’s food waste
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Thanks!!

Questions or ideas?

If there are any topics you wish I’d covered,
please type them in the chat!
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